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To The Committee

*  Extension of these powers cannot be justified.  
   Government Members (and those these people select for Committees) are given the privilege of
representing not oppressing ALL of  those who in good faith entrusted them to represent and serve  fairly and
equitably.

*  That the mandates set in place proved oppressive can be substantiated in myriads of cases, as can the fact
that they have caused irreparable damage to many hard-working, law-abiding, society-contributing citizens 
This cannot be said of those who put the mandates into effect.

*  The Covid virus strains are now endemic in one form or another and the voting public has also now chosen
its means of dealing with this and is proceeding to do so well! 

*  That the mandates have actively and heartlessly discriminated against valued, innocent public servants is
also evident by the numbers of these who abruptly found themselves shed from the vocations to which they
had dedicated themselves for many years.  Personal beliefs which, incidentally, were sought, not touted or
broadcast, do not warrant these people being cast aside in the manner of those who demonstrate poor
performance, dishonesty and other undesirable behaviours.  Mandates will ensure that this unacceptable
discrimination abides.

*  There is abundant evidence that the Covid strains are not selective as regards who is a 'carrier' (that is
either vaccinated or not vaccinated).   Thus there would seem to be no logical or just reason for the removal of
those whose sound personal reasons and decisions led them to their considered choices, being dispatched so
ignominiously.  Mandates have caused this too often.

*  To continue mandates is to establish constraints as 'the norm'.

*  To continue to extend mandates (and who knows really for how long this is being deliberated?) is to
undermine the democratic process seemingly deliberately.

*  This is not a right the voters gave you.

M.Campbell
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